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burst mode transmission and the behavior of tracking loop in mobile environment remains subject to
further investigation. In [13],an m-sequence or chirp
synchronization burst is used which is correlated at
the receiver with locally generated one. Due to frequency offset, locally generated synchronization burst
would be different from the received one. Hence the
timing estimation would not be reliable in the presence of large frequency offset. [14] proposes a robust
method using a training symbol with two identical
halve which can be applied in either continuous or
burst mode transmission. However, the timing metric plateau inherent in it causes uncertainty in choosing the best timing point, hence causing large timing
estimator variance. In [15] differential in frequency
detection together with raising fourth power of the
signal to cancel QPSK modulation format is applied.
However, initial timing offset is required to be within
one-eighth of the FFT size. Alternatively in [16],
cyclic prefix and pilot symbols used for channel estimation are exploited for timing estimation.
In brief, most of the previous timing estimation methods have one or more of the following drawbacks:
(a) not applicable for both burst mode and continuous mode transmission, (b) depending on the a’ priori assumption about the channel , (c) restricted to
some modulation formats, (d) limited for small frequency offset cases, and (e) having tendency of estimator performance degradation caused by timing
metric plateau. In this paper we present a timing offset estimation as a modification to Schmidl & Cox’s
method [14]. By eliminating timing metric plateau
inherent in [14],the proposed method also avoids the
drawbacks described above. The paper is organized
as follows. Section I1 briefly describes the system
considered and the timing estimation method of [14].
Section I11 presents the proposed method. In section
IV, the performance of the proposed method and the
methods of [14] and [16] are compared in terms of
estimator variance obtained by simulation. Conclusions are given in section V.

Abstract - A simple timing offset estimation method for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems as
a modification to Schmidl & Cox’s method [14] is presented.
By designing the training symbol, the timing metric plateau
inherent in [14] is eliminated and hence performance is improved. The performances of the proposed method and [14] are
evaluated by computer simulation in terms of estimator variance. The timing offset estimator of [16] is also included in the
performance comparison as another reference. The simulation
results show that the proposed method achieves significantly
smaller estimator variance. Using more samples in calculation
of half symbol energy required in timing metric is shown to
give more robustness against dispersive channel.

I . Introduction
OFDM has been a major interest for wireline and
wireless applications (e.g., ADSL, DAB[l], DVB[2],
wireless LAN [3][5], and cellular and PCS data [4])
due to its high data rate transmission capability with
high bandwidth efficiency, its robustness to multipath
delay spread and its feasibility in applying adaptive
modulation and/or power distribution across the subcarriers according to the channel conditions. However, it is also accompanied with many practical issues and one major issue is synchronization. OFDM
systems are much more sensitive to synchronization
errors than single carrier systems [6], [7].Synchronization in OFDM usually includes symbol timing
synchronization, carrier frequency synchronization
and sampling clock synchronization. The first two are
more dominant factors and usually performance of
frequency synchronization also depends on the accuracy of symbol timing synchronization. Hence, high
accuracy of symbol timing synchronization is much
desirable and in this paper, only symbol timing synchronization is considered.
Regarding symbol timing synchronization, [8-91 proposes to use the correlation of cyclic prefix with its
copy part. [lo] also uses correlation of cyclic prefix
in a two stage timing estimation but it has long acquisition time. Since guard interval (cyclic prefix) is
usually affected by intersymbol interference (ISI), the
result of the methods using correlation of cyclic prefix
depends on the 6 priori assumption about the channel. Hence, [ll,121 use a larger guard interval where
IS1 free part of the guard interval is used for timing
estimation. However, it fails under some channel conditions and they propose a second method where by
making use of the channel estimate, timing metric is
maximized by a search varying the position of FFT
window. Hence, the acquisition time may not allow

11. System Description
The samples of transmitted baseband OFDM symbol
can be given by
Nu-1

~ ( I c=
) -

fl n=O

5 N-I,

(1)
where cn is modulated data on the nth subcarrier,
N is the number of inverse Fast Fourier Transform
(IFFT) points, Nu(<N ) is the number of subcarri-
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ers, N g is the number of guard samples, j = fl
and the sampling period is T u / N with l / T u being
subcarrier spacing. Consider a discrete-time channel
characterized by

capacity efficiency can be obtained. With this aspect, the performance of the symbol timing synchronization algorithms will be evaluated by the timing
estimator variance.
The symbol timing estimator finds the start of the
OFDM symbol. The correct symbol timing point will
be taken as the start of the useful part of the OFDM
symbol (i.e., the start of FFT window for demodulation). Let the training symbol (excluding cyclic prefix) contain two identical halves in time domain each
having L = N / 2 samples. At the receiver there will
be a phase difference between the samples in the first
half and their replica in the second half caused by
the carrier frequency offset. Training data is usually
a PN sequence. Then the Schmidl & Cox's timing
estimator [14]takes as the start of the symbol the
maximum point of the timing metric given by

K-1

h(k)=

hlb(k - 71)
l=O

where b ( k ) represents dirac-delta function, {hl}complex path gains, (71) path time delays which are assumed in multiple of OFDM samples, and K the total
number of paths. Then the received samples, assuming perfect sampling clock, can be given by
K-1

r ( k ) = e z p ( j 2 n k w / ~ ) hls(k - 71

+E)

+n(k)

l=O

(3)
where w is the carrier frequency offset normalized
to subcarrier spacing, E is timing offset in units of
OFDM samples and n ( k ) is the sample of zero mean
complex Gaussian noise process with variance 0:.
Suppose the sample indexes of perfectly synchronized
OFDM symbol be { - N g , . . . , -1, 0 , 1, . . . , N - 1)
and maximum channel delay spread be T,,, . Then if
E E { -Ng + T , ~ ~ ,-Ng +
T
1,.
~ . .~
,0}, the
~ orthogonality among the subcarriers will not be destroyed
and the timing offset will only introduce a phase rotation in every subcarrier symbol Ymat the FFT output

where d is a time index corresponding to the first
sample in a window of 2L samples and Pl(d) is correlation metric given by
L-1

Pi(d)= x r * ( d + m ) . r ( d + m + L )

+

(7)

m=O

where ()* represents conjugation and R l ( d ) represents energy of half OFDM symbol and is included
for normalization of the correlation metric in account
for the large fluctuation of the OFDM sample amplitudes and given by

as

Y, = e ~ p ( j 2 ~ m e / N ) c , H ~ + n , -Ng+rmaZ
,
5E <0
(4)

where m is subcarrier index, H , is channel frequency response to the mth subchannel, i.e., { H m } =
DFT(h(lc)),and nm is complex Gaussian noise term.
For coherent system, this phase rotation is compensated in channel equalization which sees it as a channel introduced phase shift. If the timing estimate
is outside the above range, the orthogonality among
the subcarriers will be destroyed by the resulting ISI.
Then the FFT output subcarrier symbols are given
bY

L-1

Rl(d) =

+ + L)12

(r(d m

(8)

m=O

The timing metric reaches a plateau (see Fig. 2)
which leads to some uncertainty as to the start of
the frame. To alleviate this, [14]proposes an averaging method where the maximum point is first found
and then two points with 90% of the maximum value,
one to the left and the other to the right of the maximum point, are found. The timing estimate is taken
as the average of the two 90% points.
111. Proposed Method
The samples of the training symbol (excluding cyclic
prefix) are designed to be of the form

where the extra term I E ( m )results from IS1 and interchannel interference (ICI) caused by the loss of
orthogonality among the subcarriers (see [13]for details). The useful term also suffers a slight gain loss
but for large N , it is negiligible. The main detrimental effect is caused by the extra ISI+ICI term.
Thus, the guard interval should be long enough for
the timing estimate to lie within the range described
above. On the other hand, longer guard interval
translates into more system capacity loss due to overhead. Hence high performance timing synchronization is much desirable for higher system performance
and capacity efficiency. The smaller the variance of
timing estimator is, the shorter the guard interval can
be designed, and hence less overhead and increased
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-A]

(9)

where A represents samples of length L = N / 4 generated by N / 4 point IFFT of N,/4 length modulated
data of a PN sequence. If desired, the abrupt amplitude change due to sign conversion in the training
symbol can easily be avoided by modifying the P N sequence such that the sum of the corresponding modulated data equals zero. The timing metric is given
by
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Fig. 1. Correlation of the training symbol: Schmidl & Cox’s method (upper), Proposed method (lower)

where
1

L-1

k=O

7n=O
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1
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+
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(12)
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In above equations, P2(d) and R 2 ( d ) can be calculated iteratively. The training symbol patterns of
[14] and proposed method are shown in Fig.(l). Also
shown is the elimination of timing metric plateau inherent in [14] by proper design of the training symbol
in the proposed method. For training symbol of [14],
the correlation metric has its peak for the whole interval of cyclic prefix (under no noise and distortion
condition) while the proposed training symbol has its
peak of correlation metric at the correct FFT window starting point since off that point, correlation of
some samples results in negative values as shown in
Fig. (1) hence eliminating the correlation metric peak
plateau.
The timing metrics of [14] (Eq. ( 6 ) ) , and the proposed method (Eq. (10)) are shown in Fig. 2 under
no noise and distortion condition with the system parameters given in section IV. The correct timing point
(index 0 in the figure) is taken as the start of the
useful part of training symbol (after cyclic prefix).
As discussed previously, the proposed method does
not have timing metric plateau and consequently it
achieves better accuracy in timing offset estimation.
In calculation of half symbol energy, N samples instead of N / 2 samples can be used t o get more reliable
result. Then for both methods, Rl(d) and R*(d)can
be replaced by the following:
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Fig. 2. Timing metric under no noise and distortion condition

IV. SIMULATION
RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

Performance of the timing offset estimators have been
investigated by computer simulation for five cases: (I)
Schmidl & Cox method (Eq. ( 6 ) with 90% maximum
points averaging), (11) Schmidl & Cox method with
modified R(d) (same as (I), except that R l ( d ) is replaced by R(d)),(111) the method from [16], (IV) Proposed Method (Eq. (lo)), and (V) Proposed Method
using R ( d ) in stead of R 2 ( d ) . The system used is
1000 subcarriers OFDM system with 1024 point FFT,
10% guard interval (102 samples), carrier frequency
offset of 12.4 subcarrier spacing, QPSK modulation
and 10000 simulation runs. Two channel conditions
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Fig. 3. Mean of the timing offset estimators in AWGN channel
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Fig. 6. Timing offset estimator variance in IS1 channel

are considered: a) An AWGN channel with no intersymbol interference (ISI) (it will be called AWGN
channel) and b) An AWGN channel with IS1 (it will
be called IS1 channel). The IS1 channel is modelled
as sixteen paths with path delays ~i of 0 , 4 , 8 , . . . ,60
samples and path gains given by

tively. For AWGN channel, the means of the cases I
and I1 are about the middle of timing metric plateau
(within the cyclic prefix) while the means of the cases
111,IV, and V are about the correct timing point. For
IS1 channel, the means are observed to be shifted to
the right in time axis (i.e. delayed) by some amount
depending on the shapes of the timing metric and IS1
channel profile. Note that if the timing estimate is desired to lie within guard interval, then the means of
the cases 111, IV, and V can easily be shifted to the
left (i.e., advanced) by appropriate design amount.
As for the variances, the following are observed:

For the timing estimator of [16], the additional parameters are: one pilot every 40th subcarrier and
dummy SNR value S N R = 5dB.
The means and variances of the timing offset estimates in AWGN channel are shown in Figs. (3) and
(4), and in IS1 channel are in Figs. ( 5 ) and (6) respec-

In AWGN channel, cases I, I1 and I11 show floor
in estimator variance curves while the proposed
methods (cases IV and V) do not. In IS1 channel,
all methods have estimator variance floor.
Performance of case I1 is better than case I for
all conditions considered, at the expense of some
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additional complexity. The smaller variance of
case I1 is due to using more samples to calculate
half symbol energy used in timing metric.
Proposed methods (cases IV and V) have significantly smaller estimator variance than Schmidl
& Cox’s method (case I) for all conditions considered. The better performance of the proposed
methods is generally due to the absence of timing
metric plateau.
Comparing proposed methods to case I11
(Ref.[l6]), in AWGN channel, we see that cases
IV and V have significantly smaller estimator
variance; while in IS1 channel, case IV has
slightly larger variance for SNR values greater
than 10 dB but case V has significantly smaller
variances.
In AWGN channel, the slope of the timing metric
off the correct timing point determines the estimator variance (see cases I and I1 vs cases IV,
and V in Fig. 4).
In IS1 channel, using all the samples over one
symbol period (excluding cyclic prefix) to calculate the half symbol energy (i.e. using R ) has
more effect on reducing the estimator variance
than the slope of the timing metric (see case IV
vs. cases I1 and V in Fig. 6).
As an overall evaluation for both channel conditions, case V (proposed method using R) performs the best.
The cases I1 and V have some additional complexity
due t o using R as compared to the case I. However,
cases IV and V do not need averaging of timing metric
as required in cases I and 11. Hence case IV has even
smaller complexity than case I.
Similar to the proposed training symbol in this paper which is composed of 4 parts, the training symbol can be designed t o be composed of more parts
and have steeper roll-off timing metric off the correct
timing point so that better timing estimation can be
achieved.
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V. Conclusions
A simple timing offset estimation method for OFDM
systems is presented as a modification to Schmidl &
Cox’s method [14] where a training symbol containing
two identical halves is used. The proposed method
uses a training symbol containing four equal length
parts: the first two are identical and the last two
are the negative of the first two. By eliminating the
timing metric plateau inherent in [14], the proposed
method achieves a performance improvement. Moreover, using all samples over one symbol period (excluding guard interval), instead of over half symbol
period, in the calculation of half symbol energy required in timing metric is shown to give more robustness to dispersive channel. The simulation results
show that proposed method has significantly smaller
estimator variance than [14] under both AWGN channel and IS1 channel. The performance of the method
in [16] is also included in the comparison as another
reference. As an overall performance for both channels, the proposed method using all samples over one
symbol period in calculation of half symbol energy
gives the best result.
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